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horizontal axis to enable meaSlIren,ent l,r all three components of the magnetic 
\-ector. This is nchieved with a quartz screw driver, p<lssing through a hole in 
the furnace and engaging in a notch on the specimen (al'ter WILSON, 1%2). 

7. Therlllal dL'}}J(lgllelisalioll apparaills 

Consists of six pairs of Helmholtz coils (two pairs along each axis) 
for compensating Earth's field and a non-magnetic furnace with platinum 
\\ire heating elements. The diameters of the outer pairs of coils are 220. 
200 and I SO centimetres and those of the inner three pairs are 
120, 100 and SO centimetres correspondingly (Figure 3). The number of 
turns in the outer ancl inner pairs of coils along each axis is proportional to 
the firth powers of their respective radii. The cancellation of the Earth's 
nelt! at the centre of the coil-system is quite good and thi;' residual field is of 
the order of 50 gammas or O. I percent of the Earth's field over a spherical 
volume of diameter 10 centimetres at the centre of the system. This set-up 
is used mainly for thermal demagnetisation of sedimentary rocks (ATHAVALI', 

1969). 

8. ClIrie-balallce 

The specimen in the form of a rock-chip or powder (magnetic fraction) is 
placed in a sample holder which is freely suspended in the pole-gap of a per
lllanent magnet, having a field gradient of 1400 gauss per cm. The sample
holder can be encased in a cooling or heating device providing a temperature 
range from-150°C to 700°C. The field-gradient of the magnet pulls the 
specimen in one direction. This force is proportional to the saturation magne
tisation intensity and the quantity of the sample. This force causes deflection 
of the movable part of a core-magnet moving coil system which is coupled 
with the sample holder. An automatic regulating device changes the current 
in the movillg coil system so as to compensate the magnetic pull. This current 
is a proportional measure of the saturation magnetisation moment of the 
sample. The change in saturation magnetisation due to heating or cooling 
is recorded by proportionate changes in this current. The temperature changes 
are simultaneously recorded with a Pt-PtRh thermocouple embeded in the 
specimen holder. 

The apparatus is calibrated by using standard samples. The Curie-tem
peratures and phase transition temperatures are recorded with an accuracy 
of ± 3%. 
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Abstract 

Terrestrial heat flow studies carried out during the Upper Mantle Project, 
in about 40 places located in the Pre-Cambrians and areas of Gondwana and 
Terthry sedimentations in India arc reviewed. 

In the Pre-Cambrian areas, the mean thermal conductivity over large depth 
ranges has been found to be within nalrow range of 7.26 to 8.43 meal/em sceoC. as a 
consequence of which a Ii:lcar rehttion between surface heat flow and mean geothermal 
gradient in an area, has been observed. 1'10 correlations has been found between surface 
heat flow and mean conductivity of an area, either for hard rock areas or for areas of 
sedimentary cover. 

A large v<JrIatlOn of heat now from 0.64 to 1.76 I"cal/cm' sec has been observed 
in Pre-Cambrian areas. Three Pre-Cambrian orogenic regions of heat flow, significantly 
higher than the averoge for all shield areas of the world have been found, I'iz., Singhbhum 
Thrust ZOlle. Khetri and Alwar copper belts of the AravQllis and the Agniglll1dala 
copper belt. It has been noticed that these regions of the Indian Pre-Cambrian have 
had orogenies during the Upper Pre-Cambrian and the surface rocks in these regions 
are gcnerally of lower grade of regional metamorphism, as compared to shield areas 
where significantly low"r heat flow values have beGn observed. The heat flow values in 
these regions together with few other high values in olher Pre-Cambrian ~hiekl areas, 
do not support the earlier concept that the Pre-Cambrian shields 'arc characterised by 
low heat flow values. 

In the areas of sedimentary covers, the observed surface heat flow values range 
from 1.06 to 2.47 in the Gonc!wanas, while the heat flow in the Tertiary s~diments of 
the Can;bay basin is usually higher than the normal continental value. The likely causes 
of variations in thl! surface heat flow in the above regions are brielly discussed. 

Introduction 

The proposal of the fntcrnational Upper Mantle Project for a programme 
or increased elTort in solid-earth gcophysical research gave a nllip to the acti
vities of a small group set-up at the National Geophysicai Rcsearch fnstitute 
for measurements of terrestrial heat flow throughout India. The group 
~tartcd with measuremcnts in short horizont:i: holes ill mines in 1963. With 
the fabrication of vertical bore hole logging eqllipment during 1965, the 
temperature me,\surements in b6)-g holes were also cOll1mcnced. So far 43 
placcs have becn"covered by thc group: 20 in the Prc-Cambrians, 15 in the 
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Gond\\'<lnas, 7 in the Tertiary Sediments of Cambay basin with I other. 
Temperatures were measured in vertical and inclined diamond coreel hole', 
drilled by \'arious organi,~ations (G.S.I., N.C.D.e., D.A.E" l.B.M. ete.). 
in the country for exploration purposes, in abandoned wells drilled by Oil & 
Natural Gas Commission, and in short horizontal holes lo;;atcd at diOerent 
levels in two mines. Computation of heat 110w also involves detailed study 
of t he thermal conductivity of the rock formations. Thermal conductivity 
was mensured on core samples obtained from the bore holes in which 
temperature measurements were made, except for the wells in Cam bay b.lsin, 
where core samples were obtained from various wells whi;;h encountered 
similar formations. At present heat flow values for 25 locations are 
pllblished and at 18 other places they are in various stages of completion. 
In this paper the leat flow values measured during the Upper Mantle 
Project at the National Geophysical Research Institute, are reviewed. The 
details of individual measurements are not given. but reference is mad ~ 
to the original publication. The equipments used have been briefly 
described. 

In addition to above, the Indian heat flow values are di<;cussed in 
the light of the known geology, structure and tectonics of variolls areas 
along with the meagre data available on radioactivity of Indian rocks, 
In the end a brief account of the correlation of the thermal field with 
other geophenomena as attempted at the institute has been given. 
Terrestrial heat flow (Q) has teen expressed in JLcal/cm 2.sec throughout 
this paper. 

Techniques of Measurements 

The equipments used by us are described below. 

.-"'11 easure1l11!1I{s of Temperature alld Temperature Gradifllts 

The temperatures wcre measured in bore holes at discrete depth inter
vals using calibrated thermistor thermometers connected to a three-conductor 
Vector Cable together with a Wheatstone bridge modifid for compens:ltion 
of lead resistance and a galvanometer coupled with a transi<;tori:;:d amplifier. 
The probe-cable assembly passes through a portable manualy operated pt:I:ey 
with a revolution counter attached (Figure I). Four thermistor probes 
have been used. The one used for measurement~ in mines has been descri
bed by VERMA and RAO (1965). The other with 12 thermistors, housed 
and sealed in three stainless steel tubes of about 2.5 mm in diameter, in 
groups of four, connected all in series, with a total resistance of about 
4000 ohms at ODC and 1400 ohms at 25°C was constructed nnd calibrated by 
Dr. F. Roy at Harward University, Cambridge, rv1assachusetts. The constru·· 
ction details of this thermistor probe assembly are similar to those as given 
by Rny cl !if (I %3), This probe dissipates approximately \0 -4 watts without 
self heating of no 1110re than 0,00 I 0e. It has been used in areas where the 
temperatures are not lik~lv to be more than fO°e. Two more probes each 
lJSillj~ only one Fellwal GB34P91 thermistor of resistance of about 4000 ohm3 
at 25"C lVere fabricated and calihrated bv the author*. One thermistor was 
hOLlsed in a thin diameter, stainle~~ steei tube and th~ other \vas cncl0sed 
in a brass tube. The eonstruction"details of one of these, are shown in 

*GupiU ~~--
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FiG. I-Equipment for measur<!ment of Geothermal gradients, showing thermistor 
probes, cable, pulley system and the bridge . 
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FIG. 2-Thermistor probe derails: 

A: 5-mm diameter, stainlc,s steel tube silver brazed to housing. 

B: Dummy staiillcss steel tube. 

C: Stainless steel housing with' 0 ' ring. 

D: Hylam bush with brass nipples. 

E: Neoprene jacket vlIkanilcd to connector cable and bonded 
to stainless steel hOllsinr!. 

r:: Three pole water·tite connector, rvlc-;-ca RivI3FS, ;\11 con
nections covered with polyolcfin heat shrinkin(' tube. Cavity 
IWcd with neutral silicon oil. 
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Figure 2. These thermistors have a wider range of temperature and dissi
pate less amount of heat than as given abO\'e. These thermistor probes are 
usually calibrated and checked before and after the field trips. A!though 
the absolute temperatures are not of much concern for the d~tern;ination 
of heat nux, the temperatures obtained by these probes are accurate to within 
O.02°e. The temperature gradients are usually accurate to within a few 
percent for small intenals of about 10 metres and to less than I ~,:, for in
tervals of the order of 100 metres. 

j\1 eaSlIrcfllents of Thcrn:al Conductivity 

Thermal Conducti',ity was measured by using divided bar metho:!' 
The apparatus des:::ril::ed hy f3E;-';flfLD (1939) was modified by the author* so 
as to improve the precision and perfcrmance. In place of an ele::tric heater 
at the top end of one bar, an arrangement for spraying of thermostatically con· 
trolled water at the ends of the bars, remote from the specimen, was me:!. 
System of applying a"i~l pressure ha, also been moclifid, to ensure more 
uniform distribution of pressure at the contacts. In order to reJuce the ra:lial 
h:at losses, the bars are insulated by U-f0am and the whole app:tralu, is en
closed in an enclosure whose temperature is thermostatically controlle.l at the 
mean temperature cf the two ends of the bars. The thermal contact resistan::e 
between the end faces of the bars in contact with the sample, ani the SImple, is 
reduced by u,hg water and glycerine mixture or silicon grease. The conhctivi
ly of the brass bars is found by calibrating them against crystalline qlnrtz. 

\"lith this type of apparatus, measurements lElYe to be made on three 
or more discs to eliminate contact resistance, which involves lot of time, 
both in preparation of discs and measurements. Errors are al,o introduce:! 
in tbe measurements due to slight variation in conductivity values of the 
discs from the same core, on account of mineral C0:11po3itional variations; 
a varying contact resistance from disc to dis:::; and increasing' p:lfallel' arran
gement of mineols \\'ith decreasing disc thickness. Therefore a need was 
felt to fabricate another apparatus in which the inherent defects of the 
Benfield's apparatus are eliminated by a pf0per design. The guard-ring 
c'ivided-bar apparatlls described by BECK (1957), though better in perfor
mance and accuracy, suffers from the same inherent shortcomings as those 
of the Benfield's apparatus. Another type of divided-bar apparatus was 
described by BIRCH (1950) which invobes measurements on a single disc. 
rIhe contact resistance is eliminated in this apparatus by the application of 
luge axial pressne by a hydraulic jack. In order to reluce the time requi
red for a measuren;ent and inprove the precision and rerfOrlll1l1Ce, several 
modifications were i,1troduced in this apparatus by the author*. The electric 
heater is replaccd hy a water j?ckct having spraying of water from h thermos
tatically controlled bath. Sin il~r water jacket is provided at th'~ lower end of 
the stack of discs. The water j1ckets are insulated from the pair of hemispheri
cal thrust bearing by 6 Inn perspex discs. TherJl1C1staticaily controlled water 
at 40° and 35 c C or 35° and 7-0°C is circulated through the jackets. 

With this mojiflcation, the apparatus b~::omes a constant temperature 
difTerence type of diyided bar apparatus, and the time to reach equilibrium 
is Ili1lCh reducd. The wat~r jackets were cnted with film of silcoll gre:lse 
so that the contact resiSH!nce is minimised, al~d a uniform temperature distri
bution is ohtained o\cr the copper discs containing the differential th~rmo
couples. In order to reducc IltcLlI heat losses, U-fo:ll1t or cotton insal:ltion 
is llsed arround the specimen and the reference discs. The later:lI heat 

*Gupta 
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lo~ses from the stack of discs are further minimized by cllclosing the appa
ratus containing the thrust-bearings and stack assembly ;n a steel-shield 
and maintaining it at the mean temperature of the two water jackets. So 
that, to avoid rapid exchange of heat from the steel-shield with the environ
ment and to have a good constancy of its temperature, the whole apparatus 
along with the shield and the hydraulic jack is en":losecl in a wooden·glass 
enclosure (Figure 3). 

----r 

_:""':"":..L' __ .b_ 

FIG. J--Thermal conciuctivity apparatLls 

Lexan, a polycarbonate plastic supplied by Prof. Francis Birch of Har
vard University, is lIsed as a reference material. The reference Jisr;s or 
Lexan were calibrated against crysu.dline quartz. Prior to texan Crys
WHine quartz discs and calibrated serpemine discs were USe:.l as reeerence 
discs. 

The specimen discs are saturated with wHter or (lil under vacuum and 
coated with films of silicon greasc before assemb!ill\~ the stack. Anc:' as:;cm
bling the stack into a proper po<;ition it is subject to an axial pressure of 
about 1500 psi. Arter the system reachcs stablility, temperature differences 
arc mcasurd by cop,)cr-constanton eli/Terentia! thermocouples along witll 
a K-type potentiometer and sensitive galvanometer (Sensitivity 0.46 j'. v!mlll 
deflection at 1m). This modiliecl Birch-type divic!cJ-bar appa;'atus has been 
used since 1966, f)nlctically for all the thermal conductivity measurements. 

The samples in the form of circular discs of diametcr of 4,12 cm or 
2,54 cm and thickness about ICIll arc eut or el'red from the core S:lIllP!cS, 
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with nat and parallel faces. The Ilat faces wcre !!round parallel to within 
0.03 mm and nat ll) ,'ithin 0.01 mm. 

H l'SlIltS and Discllssions 

Typical temperature profIles from variolls areas of exposed Pre-Cambrian 

rocks arc shown in Figure 4, while those from areas of Gondwana and 

TEMPERATURE PROFILES FROM VARIOUS AREAS IN CRYST4LLlNES 
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Tertiary sedimentary covers are shown in Figure 5. Values of the average 
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FIG. 5--Geothcrmal gradients in variolls pans of India 

geothermal gradients for the variolls locations are shown' in Figure 6. The 
gradients in the Pre-Cambrian rocks fall in two groups, one in range of 1.0 
to 1.4 °CjlOO III being observed in Dhanvar System, Peninsular Gneisses, 
Aravalli System and Banded Gneissie complex (RG.C.) of Rajasthan 
(Archaean) and while the other in the range of I .7 to 2. SoCj 100 111 being oh~ 
served in Delhi System, Singhbhul11 Thrust Zone, N.E. and l'CW. margins of 
Cuc!cbpah basin. Temperature gradients in general, are higher in the Cambay 
basin than the Gondwana basins and troughs. 
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Table 1 

Summary of Measurements of Gradients, Thermal Conductivity and Heat Flow 

Eleva- Depth Condue-
La!. Long. tion Range tivity No. of Gradient Heat flow Method Reference 
(N) (F) metres mel res mcal samples °Cjkm. ,u calfcm' 

sec. 
em secoC 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9} (10) (11 ) 

12° 55' 78°]5' 835 232-2150 7.26 20 13.08 0.95" G K** RAO (1970) 

13°14' 76°09' 85-135 8.1 12 10.35 0.84 GK NGRI ANNUAL REPORT 
(! 968) 

17°43' 80°37' 137 138-216 1.10 M BP**** RAO et al (1970) 

14°26' 78°]4' 80--140 5,98 9 10.66 0.64 GK VERMA et al (1969) 

16° 2' 79°45' tS8-252 22 1.23 BP NGR[ ANNUAL REPORT 
(l968) 

28°12' 75°56' I. 76 GUPTA et al (1967) 

383 120-700 8.0tS 26 21. 75 1. 75 GK 

381 150-300 8.63 8 20.26 1. 75 GK 

300-460 8.18 10 22.39 1.83 GK 

364 150-300 8.31 8 20.62 1. 71 GK 
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Table 1 (Contd.) 'D 
?> 

Summary of Measurements of Gradients, Thermal Conductivity and Heat Flow 

Eleva- Depth Conduc- No. of Gradient Hcp.t !low 
Locality Lat. Long. tion Range tivity samples °C/km. !Lcal/cm' M~thod Reference 

(N) (E) metres metres meal sec. 

cm secoC 

(ll (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (0) (1)) 

Bhagoni 27°17' 76°24' 74-221 1.4 MBP GUPTA et al (1970a) 

Singhbhum Thrust Zone 
Cl 

Mosabani 22°31' 86°28' 116 356-848 7.52 17 19.37 1.45 GK VERMA et al (I965) c: 
"c. 

Rakha 22°37' 86°23' 110 418-486 8.43 29 18.03 1.41 MBP RAO (1970) 
;; 
> 

Narwapahar 22°42' 86° 16' 1.50 RAO (1970) Z 
v 

(A) 351-432 8.54 17.21 1.47 GK ;;:l 
> 
0 

(B) 225-411 7.12 21. 76 1.54 GK 

Cambay Basin 

Kalol Oil Field 23°16' 72°30' 21 1.85 GUPTA et a/ (l970b) 

K-58 73.8 550-975 21 1.7 BP 

975-1200 1.8 BP 

K-27 65.2 560-1000 21 1.8 BP 

1020-1220 1.9 BP 

Nawagam Oil Field 22°50' 72°30' 400-900 1.9 BP GUPTA et al (J 970b) 

/ 
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Relationship betwel'l/ !feat Flo\\' Thermal COJldllctil'it)' and Gcot/zcl'llial Gradient 

The mean thermal conducti\ity of all the samples measu:'ed for an area 
versus heat flow for several regions of crystalline Pre-Cambrian rocks (exclud
ing those from Cudc!apah basin) is plotted in Figure 7 (a). The mean conduc
tivity wrsus heat flow shows practically a null correlation. A similar result 
has been noticed for seven locations in the Gondwanas, Tl1is is in contra
diction to studies of HORAI and ~cR (1970), where a significant relationship 
between the two C(U<lI:tities \\a5 found. It was suggested that the refraction 
of heat flux due to inhomo~eneous conductivity and the proportionality 
tetween radioactive heat generation and thermal conductivity may be the 
possible explanations, for their observed correbtion. 
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FIG. 7-(0) Heat flo\\" Q (in It cal/cm' sec), versus thermal conductivity 
K (in 111 cal em sec "C), 

(6) Heat no\\" Q \"ersus gcothermal gradients, G (in vC'km) 
for Pre-C1Illbrian crystalline areas in India . 

Samples for which thermal conductivity was determined for the Pre
Cambrian rocks in India, are mainly schists, gneisses, argillites, granites ancl 
phyllites. The mcan conductivity valucs for dil1'erenl regions computed' 
from the measurements. fall in a narrow ral1>Jc from 7, :-:6 to 8.43, with a 
I11can of7.93 III c:llicmsec'C. This is in clos~-a~reeme!)l \\jlll a mean value 
ot' 7.82±O.08 give'n by BIJ<Cfl (19.'10) for 117 ~aml'les \.'1 ,{:lnite, quartz 
monzonite, quartz diorite gneiss and i:ljection schists I"~) "'l1cisses, As a 
Consequence of this heat flow versus average gcotherll> li,-~nt shows a 
very linear relationship Fig, 7 (b) (coel1icicnt of COl! ().96), This 
Suggests lhat, for the areas of exposcd crystailine I)re-C mcl;s of the 
above types. the beat !low anomalies arc morc or les, by the gco-
tlH:rmal !?rad:cnt anomalies, This hF.S o:OIllC adv:Il;; a;'pro\imcttc 
ini'crcIlccs- can be made for the heat /low from grad" icillcnts. 
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J 'ariali< II or ll('(/I nOli' in Pcnil/sular India 

Large vanatlon of surface heat flow has been observed in Peninsular 
India (0,6.1 to 2.40), Variations of the heat !low at th~ surface of the earth 
may be caused by one or more of several factor~, Undoubtedly most of 
the heat arriving at the farth's surface today is mainly due to the energy 
released by the decay of the radioactive elements Uraniulll, Thorium and 
Potassium in tl:e earth. Regional difTerences in the amount of heat pro
ducing clements will thus produce regional variations in heat !low. The 
other c,'usc' for the variations of the surf8ce heat flow may be, the presence 
of hot malcrial injected into the crust or upper mantle at some time in the 
geologic past, and the tectonic activity.' Factors such as slow underground 
water movement or refraction due to contrast of thermal conductivity may 
also cause variations in surface heat flow. These factors are not important, 
on a broad scale. Large variation of heat flow have been observed to occur 
over short horizontal distances and also ovcr longer hori70ntal distance. 
In the Ilrst case the associated heat source must be within the crust and in 
the second case, the variations are very iiI-ely due to regional differences 

in the mantle. 

The Peninsula is a shield area composed of geologically ancient rocks of 
diverse origin, most of which have undergone much crushing and metamor
phism. Over these ancient rocks lie a few areas of Pre-Cambrian and later 
sediments and extensive sheets of horizontally bedded lavas of the Deccan 
Trap formation. The measurements so far made arc located in the areas 
of exposed Pre-Cambrian rocks and areas of Gondwana (Upper Carboni
ferous-1Iiddle Cretaceous) and Tertiary sedimentation. While the heat 
flow data shows the great variability within the Indian Peninsula,' there are 
indications of some emerging pattern. The Pre-Cambrian shield is chara
cterised by low to normal values with some high values that seems to be 
associated with higher concentration of radioactivity in near surface rocks. 
The Gondwanas arc characterised by normal to high values (l. 06 to 2.47). 
High value in one large area in the Gondwanas (Damodar valley coal fields) 
is probably of deep origin, The Cam bay basin is characterised by generally 
higher values than the normal continental value. It appears that the differences 
in regional geology and tectonics of these geological provinces are reflected 
in their thermal field. The heat flow values have been discussed below sepe
rately for the above geological units. 

Areas of Expused Pre-Calllbrian Rocks 

The Pre-Caml)rian rocks occupy about two-thirds of Peninsulnr India. 
The regions in exposed Pre-Cambrian rocks, where heat flow measurements 
have been made, are the Dharwar Schist belt, the Peninsular Gneissed, the 
Aravalli mountain belt, the Singhbhum Thrust Zone, and the Cuddapah 
basin. The surface heat flow as observed in these areas has a large variation; 
0.64 to I. 76 with a n-:ean value of I .23 ± G. 32 sd. Crable 2). To the author'S 
knowlccige there are to elate 64 reliable heat flow values published for various 
Pre-Cambrian shield arcas of the world, whose mean is 1.05 ±O. 39 sd. This 
me<~;l is ,lightly higher than the mcan (0.92) obtained by LEE and UYEDA 
U9G)j'fOf 26 Pre-Cambrian shield values. 

~~'-

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Table 2 

Arithmctic AYerage Heat Flow in Gcological Provinces 

Province 

Pre-Cambrian Shield .. 

Gonuw:tnas (Rift 
valleys (?) 

Cambay Basin 

All values 

No. of Range of 
obscrva- gradients 

tions "Cfkm 

10 10-22 

7 20-45 

5 43-65 

22 

• weighted mean conductivity 

Range of 
Mean con

d;;ctivity 
m cal/em "C 

6.0--iU 

4.09-7.74 

3.5-4.0' 

---~-~~~<'-~-~~~-~-

lIeat now p,eal/cm'scc. 

Ran!(e Mean 

0.64--1.76 1.23+0.32 s.d. 

1.06-2.49 1,73±0.25 

1.6-2.3 J .97±0.25 

0.64-2.49 1.56±0.5 

At present in the fndian shield, areas of Archacan rocks are characterised 
by low heat flow values. These areas are, Kolar, Kalyadi (Dhm-war System) 
Mailaram (Peninsular Gneisses) (Table I) and Zawar, Pur-Dariba, Rajpura
Dariha, Sideswar-kalan (Aravalli's, heat now values as inf'ei'ed from measured 
geothermal gradients, (Figure 6), the knowledge of the rock types encoun
tered, and the observecl relationship between heat flow and geothermal 
gradients (Figure 7--b). 

One probable explanation for the generally prevailing low heat flow in 
the sbields as compared to younger continental area is known. It is that the 
Pre-Cambrian shields have been largely deprived of the radioactive sources of 
h~at. They have been enriched in the lately formed crust. According to 
the present concept the continental crust has evolved through partial melting 
and regional metamorphism. l-IEIER (1965), HEiER and ADA,\IS (l965). and 
LA-'IBERT and HEIER (1967, 1968) have given evidence that partial melting 
and regional metamorphism in the crust cause an upward concentration of 
Uranium, Thorium and other elements, that do not readily fit into big pres
sure mineral lattices. A greater part of the heat producing clements from 
the top layers of the shield a reas has been removed by erosional processes. 

In tbe Cuddapah System (Proterowic) of rocks, significantly lower 
(PulivcndaL!, S. W. Margin of the Cuddapah basin) and also relatively 
higher heat !low values, than the world average heat flow for the shields have 
been observed ~ 

At Pulivendala the lowest heat flow (0.64) has been observed so far in 
India. Though this vallIe is from a shallow bore hole it is prorbable, 
as the bore hole passes mainly through basic rocks of low radioactivity. 
This low value indicates the extensiveness or the presence of the basic material 
dUe to the injection or old dykes and sills in the area. '[his is supported by 
the studies of regional geology and igneous activity (SEN and NARSIWIA RAo, 
1(7), gravity (()URLSHY cl aI, 196(1), gravity and magnetic (BALAKRISIIN\ 
." cd, 1';170) in the basin. All the above ~(udic~ point towards a basic crust 
In the c~rea. This value is similar to as observed at Kallli)aclda (0 (0) in the 
,'e!llre of the Kalgoorlie greenstone beit (altered basic and ultra basic fPcks) 
by 11),0:1),\11\0: and [VUZEf r (100~) and ill the basic rocks or pyroxene granulite 
i'a\'!es ll1etamorphics of fraser Range in the Australian shield (JAu;m, 1070). 
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The ar('as of ~igllillcanily higher heat flow than the world average heat 
110\\ Cor the shields are, 

(1) The Khetri copper belt of about 80 km length (Delhi System). 

(2) The Blwgoni area of the 1\1\\'al' copper belt (Delhi System). 

(3) The Agnigundala copper belt, situated at the N.E. margin of 
the CUddapah basin. 

Significantly higher heat flow values than the mean for the shields have 
also been ob~e':'\ed~ along the Singhbhul11 Thrust Zone (Table I). The 
arcuate coprer belt thrust zone developed nearly along the southern limit 
of the Singhbhul11 group rocks, towards the latter part of the Singhbhum 
Orogenic en:le, (bet\\cen c .1550 and c .850 my). The thrust movements 
partly overlaped with the granitisation and granitic intrusions along this 
zone, leading to the development of biotite granite-gneises, soda granite etc., 
(SAIlA, 1970). 

The initial measurements ill the South African, Australian, Canadian, 
Uhanian and the Indian shields showed that these are characterised by 
signifIcantly lo\\'er heat Jlow than younger continental areas. A llumber of 
significantly high values have been reported recently, in the Indian, Australian 
and the Canadian Pre-Cambrian shields. The present heat flow observations 
from these three shields cover a number of Pre-Cambrian geological provinces, 
while the values from the Baltic, Ukranian and Afl'ican shields are fr0111 
relatively small areas, It is likely that with 11101'1.' observatiolls these shields 
may also reveal higher values. From the above it is clear that the present 
beat now d:!ta for the Pre-Cambrian shie!ds do not support tl)e previoLisly 
held belief that the Pre-Cambrian shields are characterised by low heat flow. 
Recent radiometric age data for the various Pre-Cambrian shields have deli
neated various orogenic cycles and the Pre-Cambrian shield areas have been 
sub-divided into various orogenic and structural provinces. The observation 
of a large range of heat flow values in the exposed areas of Pre-Cambrian 
rocks, therefore, is not surprising. 

In the Pre-Cambrian shield areas, equilibrium conditions should normally 
prev:iil, the average surface heat flow depending primarily on release of heat 
clue to radioactivity in the crust. Quantitative variation in such crustal 
radioactive heat generation will thus give rise to variation in surface heat 
flow. 

While data on quantitative estimates of Uranium, Thorium and Potassium 
for magmatic rocks have long been avaihble, the data on metamorphic rocks 
of which the Pre-cambrian shields are mostly composed has come up only 
recently. Estimates of mean concentnltions for the Australian shield have 
bcen given by LA\lIHXr and IlllER (1968) and for the Canadian shield by 
SHAW (1967) and FA;!P!G, c/ of (J%7). The datil is summarised in Table 3. 
Heat generation has been calculated lIsing conversion factors as given by 
Roy c{ n/ (1968). 

Sy,[ell1ati': studies on Ura:liulii, Thorium and Pota:;siull1 concentration 
for Indian rocks have not bccn done except some sporadic studies by few 
workers. Some data has been recently reported and thc san'le has been 
~ummilrised in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Avcrnge Concentration of Radioactive Elemenfs of Surface Rocks 

~.-.-------.-~~~----~""-~=-~.~~,~ -"-"'~~~--=""~"-

No. of He::t gene-
locality Rock Type samples U Th K ration. Reference 

analysed (ppm) (ppm) % 10--' 'calf 
cm·'sec. 

India 

Kolar Mines Hornblende 5 1.36 4.68 0.23 1. 71 PAL ct a/ Schist 
(1967) 

Kolar Mines Altered horn- 6 1.98 6.3 0.23 2.35 
blende Schist 

S. E. lVJysore Augcn gnciss 41_ 3.62 74.83 3. 8 7.34 NARAYANA-
Banded gneiss 2 j SWA~IY etal 

(l969) 
S. E. Mysore Granite 6 7.65 54,98 4. 7 15.17 

" S. E. Mysore Pegmatite 6 11.90 1. 73 4.75 8.76 

Singhbhum Soda-Granile 7.8 21.2 1. 70 8.83 SAIIA and Thrust Zone. 
S"\NKARAN 
(1968) 

-c!o- Gr<ll1odiorite 8.7 8.1 1.49 7.11 

-do- Diorite 8.0 9.6 0.52 6.7l 

-do- Feispethic 7.0 2.53 6.50* 
Schist Mica 

-do- Chlorite Schist 5 19.4 12.8 GANGADHA-(Copper (ell) 
RAM et 0/ mineraiised) 
(1963) 

Australia W. Australian 160 3.0 20.0 2.6 5.89 LA~IllERT and Shield 
HEIER 
(1967) 

Canada Shidd 32 2.45 10.3 2.58 3.9 SHAW (1967) (COllipus:(e 
samples) 

----~·~-·~~--~---____ w~___. __________ 

* Til has been estimated by using .!-"-,ratio of 1 . 33, as obtained fronl other samples for 
the area 

/I 

Geochemical and geophysical constraints necessitate that the content of 
heat producing clements decrease in some manncr with depth, but the data 
on the actual variation of radioactive elements with depth arc lacking. As 
mentioned earlier the stuJies of LUI BERT alld Hum (1967, 1968) have given 
evidence that partial melting and regional l1~etal1lorphism causc all upward 
concentration of Uranium and Thorium in the crllst. Different mOlk!s 011 
the ciistribution of radioc\Ctiw hent somees with depth have been considered 
by HYN!)~IAN c{ al ([%8), Roy c( ({/ (1968) and L..\CJIFNIlIZUCH (l96il). The 
latter two and BlRcl! c/ al (J 961), have also shown a remarkable linear rela
tionship betwecn heat !low and heal generation of the surl~lce rocks in 
plutons from mallY regions (desiglwted as heat Jlow provinces by Roy et (/1

1 J968) in the United States. 
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Without much elaborating on the above, the heat flow in the three areas 
of high heat !low in Pre-Cambrian shield has been analysed below on the 
basis of general concepts that the heat coming from below the crust is nearly 
constant in stable continental areas, the radioactive elements are concentrated 
in top layers of the crust and that the variation in the surf~lCe heat flow within 
a geological province is clue to different concentrations of radioactive heat 
producing surface layers. 

Aramlli MVlIl/tain Belt 

The heat flow in this mountain belt ranges from I 76 to about I. On 
the basis of above concepts several explanations are possible for the observed 
variation of heat flow in the Aravallis. It may be that the rocks of Delhi 
system which are about 6 km thick (PrrCIIM!UTIIU, 1967) have high concen
tration of radioactive heat sources or that erosion of the underlying rocks 
of Aravalli system (and Raialo series where it is present) has been less and 
therefore the contribution to heat flow from the radioactivity of the top 
layers of Aravalli system is more. The top layer, of the crust which contained 
more radioactive elements, have been eroded away in areas where the rocks 
of Aravalli system or B.G.C. are exposed on the surface thus rendering these 
areas depleted in radioactivity, compared to those areas on which Delhi's 
were deposited. 

There is also evidence of some concentration of radioactive minerals 
in the rocks of Delhi System in Khetri copper belt and in the old copper 
working at Kho-Dnriba (DAR, 1964). The rocks of Delhi system are regio
nally mctaniorphosed to greenschist facies, while the rocks of Aravalli 
system and B.G.C. are regionally metamorphosed to amphibolite facie;; 
(NARAYA:--ii\SWA1-.IY, 1966). [f the rocks of Delhi System have higHer concen
tration of radioactive heat sources than the ro:ks of Aravalli sY3tem and 
B.G.C., this will imply that the rocks of greenschist facies have higher 
concentrations of some, or all of the radioactive clements uranium, thorium 
and potassium, compared to rocks of amphibolite facies. This se~ms to be 
possible as significantly lower average concentrations of uranium and 
thorium have been observed in rocks of granulite fa::ies than those of 
amphibolite facies (LAMBERT and HE!ER 1963; and FAlIR!G ('( aI, 1967) 
Rocks of greenschist facies which arc still lower in grade of metamorphism 
may contain more amounts of U and Th than the rocks of amphibolite 
facies. 

Singlzbhw/I Thrust Zone 

This thrust zone is famous for its uranium min:ra1ization in Inelia. 
Here uranium mineralization is extended to more than 80 km long belt 
(DAR, 1964). There are a number of granitic boJies along the copper thrust 
zone (SAHA, 1970). Gravity studies sugsest that g"(l.nitic bodies in son:e 
parts near the thrust zone may have thickness of 3 to 9 km (QURC)IIY ct aI, 
1970). The general grade of regional rnc:talliorphism of th~ ro:ks of thrust 
zone is of greenschist facies (SA!!A, 1966). Using th: radio:L.:tive data of 
SAIl A ('{ (II (1968) (Table 2) for the main ro:.:k types of Singhbhum Thrust 
Zone amI the mean bea t now value, 1.45 Cfable I), RAO (1970) has shown 
that this point falls ncar the linear curve of heat flow versus heat generation 
for the [a',tern United States, as obtained by Roy ct (II (19681. The obser
vation of high heelt /low along the Singhbhum Thru~t Zone is, therefore, 
consistent, with the general concepts mentioned above, the high heat flow 
anomaly being explained by a radioactive top layer of about 8 km thiekne5~ 
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Cliddapah Em'ill 

The heat flow in the north-eastern mar~in of the Cucldapah basin at 
Agnigundala is 1.23. Recent temperature measurements in deep bore holes 
at I3undalamattu (about 10-/2 km from the previous location) have indicated 
that the heat flow is likely to be of the order of 1.5, there. Granitic domes 
occur close to the mineral deposits and in a way the mineralisation itself 
follows the margins of granite plutons in the Agnigunciala mineralized belt 
(Z!AUf)DIl'\, 1964). From gravity studies a thickness of about 20 km of the 
massive granitic intrusion in Cuddapah formations of the eastern part of 
the basin has been infereel by QURFSIIY ct al (1968). Taking into account 
the average amount of heat generation of 6.7:< 10- 13 cal/cm3 sec for granites 
(I-fElER and ROGERS, 1963), a granitic layer of even much lesser thickness 
than above will account for the observed surface heat flow. It is very likely 
that the infered granitic body thins out towards Agnigundala. A similar 
heat flow value of 1.28 in the Pre-Cambrian granitic rocks has been reported 
by JAEGER (1970). 

Lingering tectonic and geological activity has also been reported in the 
above three Pre-Cambrian areas. The Aravalli mOlll1tain belt and the 
Singhbhum area have been known zones of crustal weakness, since their 
inception and evidence of continued mantle disturbance can be seen in 
volcanic activity of various ages and types. In the Aravalli region three 
orogenies are recognised l'iz., Pre-A ravalli, Aravalli and Delhi. The Delhi 
orogenic cyele is the youngest and closed at c. 750 my. (l'vfm:T!NATIf, 1967, 
and SARKAR, 1968). The existence of also three distinct orogenic cycles with 
closing dates at c 3200, 2700 and 850 my have been recognised in the 
Si ngh bhum region (SAIIA, 1970 and SARKAR, 1968). 

Aravallis were rejuvelwtecl during the Post-Mesozoic times. Slow 
tectonic activity in the form of slow uplifts have been observed in the Ranchi 
plateau and Singhbhllm Thrust Zone (SAHA, personal communication). The 
eastern half of the Cucldapah basin shows evidence of some folding and Elight 
metamorphism. The disturbance along the eastern l1largin may perhaps be 
due to the rejuvenation of [he Eastern Ghats in post-Cuddapah but Pre
Gondwana times, (KRISHNAN, 19(]0). QURESIIY (1970) l1<1s observed an 
increase in gravity over the post-Mesozoic rejuvenated shield blocks (horst) 
in India and related the same to probable thickening and increase in density 
of the crust through incorporation of material from the upper mantle into 
the crust. The high heat now at Khetri has been attributed by QURESIIY 
to the rejuvenation of the Aravalli belt. 

If the rejuvenation of the Aravallis has contributcd significantly to the 
surface heat now whether due to transfC'r of sub-crustal masscs or throuQh 
the generation of heat clue to !cctonic forces, high heat flow values would 
have been observed along the entire mountain belt, wllich is not so. 

If these tectonic forces contribute significantly to the present surrace 
heat !low in Singhbhul11 Thrust Zone and Agnigundala copper belt, then it 
would imply thal the radioactivity or the crustal rocks or these granitic 
areas is very low, which is tlOt likely to be the case. Thercrore, it is most 
likely that the contribution to the present surral'e heat flow from the factors 
re,pomible for the rejuvcnation or the above three regions is negligible. The 
perturbations introduced in the past have probably died away. 
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A I'm.\' of Sedimclltary Corn' 

lleat now has bccn mcasured in Gondwanas and the Cambay basin. 
During. the Pakozoic and Mcsozoic the peninsular shield appears to have 
sufTcred a !!reat c1eal of tension resultinl! in the formation of Gondwana 
sedil11entar)~ basins and troughs. Most otO thcse basins and troughs in India 
are believed to be rift valleys; the sediments outcroping along linear tracts 
and occupying tectonic troughs with faulted boundaries. The Cambay 
basin appears to have been formed as a result of down faulting of the traps; 
the basie extrusives of Cretaceous-Eocene age, and subsidence of the base
ment during Cenozoic times. 

The areas of normal heat flow observed in the Gondwanas are, 

(i) The Satpura-Gondwana basin, located in the central part of the 
Peninsular India. 

(ii) The central portion of the Godavari valley. 

The heat flow values in the above regions arc typical of continental 
platform regions and indicate normal conditions underlying these areas. 
The values range from 1.06 to 1.46 and compare well with those obtained 
in Gondwanas of other continents. GOUGH (1963) has reported values 
ranging from 1.31 to 1.57 in the southern Karroo system (Gondwana group 
in South Africa). HYNDMAN (1967) has reported three reliable values 1. 20, 
1.26 and 1.36 frol11 Gondwanas of Queenslancr, Australia. 

The values for Chelpur, Venkatapur and Pasra at the southwestern edge of 
the central portion of the Godavari valley are disturbed due to water move
ments (RAO .::1 aI, 1970). 

Higher heat flow than the world average heat now o. (5) (HORAl and 
SI~llIIOl\S, 19(9), have been observed at the following areas; 

(i) Darnodar valley coal fields region, 

{ii) A small area in the southeast extension of the Godavari region 
)'iz., Aswaraopet-Chintalapudi area. 

(iii) The northern part of the Cam bay basin, extending from Cam
bay to Kalol approximately in North-South direction. 

Almost every coal fIeld of the Gondwanas including those of Damodar 
and Satpura contains dykes and occasionally sills of dolerite and basalts 
and in most cases, this igneous material is deflnitely of Decean Trap age 
(Fox, 1931). The intrusives are considered to be related to the Rajmahal 
traps, and contemporaneous with the Deccan trap efusives (Upper cre
taceous to Eocene) (KRISHNAN, 19(0). These intrusives do not seem to be 
the cause of the high heat flow in the Damodar valley, as heat flow is normal 
in the Satpura Gondwana basin, which also has been intruded by trap dykes 
and sills. Similar is the case for the Bowen River coal fkld of Australia 
which have also been intrudcd by several rhyolite dykes and sills and where 
normd heat flow has been reported. The high heat flow in the Damodar 
valley region is further supported by the presence of many hot springs in the 

. region. Recent uplift with noticeable arching of the crust, indicating recent 
mantle disturbance has bcen reported in the Dal11oc!ar valley coal fields. 
This suggests the dcep cause of the high heat flow in the area. 
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The high heat flow at Chintalapudi and Aswaraopet (2.22 and 2.49) 
cannot be accollnted for by very deep sources since heat flow at Sattupalli, 
30 k III to the North-west is normal (I .52). Various possi bi Ii ties for t he high 
heat flow in this area were examined in detail bv RAO (1970) and RAO et (II 
(1970). Thc high heat flow in the region may -be attributed to a region in 
the basement of the valley, of anomalous heat generation of the order of 
6 X 10-13 cal/cm 3 sec elongated in the direction of Chintalapudi-Aswaraopet. 
Another alternative may be tectonic activity. Chintalaplldi and Aswaraopet 
are located at the junction of two tectonic trends, the Eastern Ghats trend 
and the Godavari valley trend. Eastern ghats wcre rejuvenated during post
Mesozoic period. The heat tlow values in the Godavari valley also seems 
to be characteristic of continental rift valleys. Both low (East Africa) and 
high (Baikal) heat flow values have been ob~ened in other continents. 

The various causes of heat flow in the northern part of the Cambay 
basin have been studied in detail by VER~!A et al (1968) and GuPTt\ cl al 
(1970). The anomalies (from a background of 1.1--1.2 I'· cal/cm" sec) in thc 
northern part of the Cam bay basin, in thc region extending from Cambay 
to Kalol can be attributed to igneous intrusion about 10-15 million years 
ago. This has been supported with other geological and geophysical surveys 
carried out in the basin by GUPTA et al (1970) and VER~lA C I ([/ (1968). 

Relationsliip of Heat Floll' lI'it!z o/!zer Ceopilenolllella 

Variolls results, obtained during the Upper Mantle Project have led to 
a elear understanding of the essential inter-relationship of geophysical and 
geological phenomena. Attempts have been made by various workers in 
the world to correlate the thermal fle\d with, topography, the form of gra\'ity 
field and the configuration of the geoid surface, seismic delay time, the age 
of tectogenesis, radioactivity of surface rocks, thermal conductivity of rocks, 
and with tectonic and geological provinces etc. 

Data of statistic,!! analysis of heat flo\\' observations by LEE and UYEDA 
(1965), and POLYAK anri S'\IIR:\O\\' (1966) indicated the dependence of heat 
flow on the age of foldl!1gs. Gl:PTA (1967-b) indicated that the heat flow 
values of an area have a co(;elation with the Cl2:e of the rocks and tectonic 
events. HAM7A and VER.\JA (1967) showed that the heal flow values decrease 
with the age of the basement rocks. The decrease of heat flow \\"ith age was 
found to be very nearly exponential, the rate of decay, (decay constant 
4.2x 10~JO) being close to that of disintegration of Klo. It is postulated 
that heat flow value for each region reflects the outcome of the latest 
magmatic or metamorphic activity Tn that region. which arc respomible for 
the redistribution of U, Til anc! K in the underlyir.g crust and Upper Mantle. 
The coincidence of the rate of decay of heat flo\\ with age with that of KlO. 
supports the hypothesis that the primitive earth has had ~a composition close 
to that of chondritic mantle model as com pard to that of terrestrial model. 
MAKARENKO d al (1967) and LumlovA (1967) obtail,cd similar results am! 
showed ·that the analvsis of heat flo\\ distribution over the USSR territorv is 
concerned with relati~nship of heat flo\\" value' and age of" tectonic zO;les. 
For the very ancient areas of' Pre-Cambrian cry,tallinc ,hick!:" the heat flow 
values are minimum. Thcy start to grow \\ ilh rejuvcnation of" folding and 
attain maximum values. in areas of CenlFoic (lUC. SO. heat Ih)\\ vaiucs 
dc-creascs as-age increases. LLIlI\IO\,A (1969) hac, ~ho\\n the CIOS;;11e"s of the 
results or the abme \\OrKer, and cOllcluded tinl the hi,t()["\ of heat !luw ror 
certain section 0(' the earth's cru:;f_ is connected to the age' or tectogenc"is. 
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LII, and MACDONALD (1963), WANG (1965) and GIRDLER (1967) 
observed similarities between the patterns of distributions or heat flow and 
the geoidal ulldulations ; and found a correlation such that depressions on 
the geoid correlate with regions of high heat now, while rises on the geoid, 
correlate with regions of low heat flow. They considered thermal expansion, 
through convective motioll in the nwntle, to explain the observed anomalies 
or heat flow and gravity. Using more heat flow data whieh is now available 
and picking out only the isolated' lows' and' highs' of the geoids a com
parison of both the nelds was made by GUPTA (1969). It has been found 
that almost a null correlation exists between heat flow and geoid undula
tions. H()RAI and SI~I~!O~S (1969) compared the spherical harmonic coeffi
cients of the Earth's thermal and gravitational fields and have arrived at 
the same conclusion. This probably would imply that the density irregu
larities are not due to thermal expansion and contraction btlt due to chemical 
varia tions. 

Conclusions 

The concentrations of radioactive clements in the V1CII11ty of various 
sites where heat flow has been measured in India, must be adequately deter
mined before the interpretation can be pushed much further. However, the 
following general conclusions may be drawn from the heat flow studies in 
India. 

I. The lowest surface heat flow (0.64) so far in India has been observed 
at Pulivendala (southwestern margin of the Cuddapah basin). Sueh 
very low heat now can be observed in shield areas, where the basic 
portion of the crust has been exposed, due to deep erosion or in areas 
where a part of the crust has been extensively injected by basic or ultra 
basic material. 

2. In the Indian shield, lower heat flow values (0.84 to 1. 0 I I)' callcm2sec) 
have been observed in .. regions which sufTered older orogenics in com
parison to other partS· of the shield where significantly higher heat 
tlow (1.40 to I. 76 ILcal/cm~sec) has been observed. Thus the age 
of the orogenic event seems to be reflected in the thermal field of 
an area. 

3. Areas of low heat flow in the Pre-Cambrian shield, probably represent 
the portions of the shield where radioactive heat sources were more 
concentrated by vertical segregation, in the top layers of the crust, and 
which have been probably removed by deep erosion; thus rendering 
these regions much depleted in radioactive heat sources. It seems 
these regions represent deeper portions of the crust of higher grade of 
regional metamorphism. 

4. Three belts of significantly higher heat flow than the world average 
heat flow for shield areas have been observed in the fndian shield. 
These are (1) The SinghbhuIl1 Thrust Zone, (2) The Khetri copper belt 
of about 80 km length and (3) The ;\gnigundala copper belt, situated 
at the NE margin of the Cuddapah basin. These high values do not 
support the previomly held beli(~f, that the Pre-Cambrian shields are 
characterised with low heat /low values. 
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5. The high heat flow \~:L:;, in the Pre-Cambrian shield have been obser
ved ill area') of surface or near surface 2:ranitie bodies or in areas where 
the surface rocks are likely to have an ~adequak amount of radioactive 
heat sources. 

6. The heat flow studies in the Aravalli mountain belt indicate the possi
bility that the rocks (regionally metamorphosed) of green-schist facies 
may have higher concentration of some or all of the radioactive ele
ments U, Th and K than the rocks, of amphibolite facies. 

7. For the areas of exposed crystalline Pre-Cambrian rocks a linear rela
tionship, has been obtained between the surface heat flow and the 
observed average geothermal gradients. This suggests that for the 
areas of exposed crysLl11ine Pre-Cambrian rocks in I ndia, the heat /low 
anomalies are more or less reflected by the geothermal gradient ano
malies. This has some advantage, as approximate inference can be 
made for the heat flo\': from the gradient measurements. 

8. Two areas of normal heat flow implying normal stable conditions 
underlying these areas have been observed and are (I) The Satpura 
Gondwana basin, located in the central part of the Peninsular India 
and (2) the central portion of the Godayari valley. From the above 
it seems likely that the present thermal field of the Gonclwanas is not 
having appreciable efrects from the intrusion of dykes and sills of 
dolerite and basalt, \\'hich are likely of Deccan Traps age. 

9. Areas in the Gonc!\\anas where signifieantlv hi2:her heat flow than the 
world average heat now (I. (5),~ haw b~en ~ observed are (1) The 
Demodar valley coal t~elds region and (2) A small area in the south
east extension of the Goclavari region ri::., Aswaraopet-Chintalapudi 
area. Recent uplifts with noticeable arching of the crust, indicating 
recent mantle disturbance has been reported in the Damodar vally coal 
fields. This suggests the deep cause of the high heat flow in the area, 
and merit further geological and geophysical investigations from the 
point of view of the utili/ation of cleep heat of the earth for economic 
purposes. This is funhC'f substantiated by the presence of various hot 
springs in the area. 

10. The northern part of the Cambay basin, extending from Cambay to 
Kalol is associated \\ith higher heat now than the world a"erage heat 
flow. The high heat now in this r<;gion call be attributed to igneous 
intrusion in the crust about 10-15 million years ago. 
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Introduction 

The main objective of theoretical studies about upper mantle have been 
interdisciplinary integration of diversified geomagnetic, geothermic and 
tectonic information through common physico-mathematical procedures. 
These multivariable studies involve large scale geo-data in different fields 
and sophisticated models incorporating realistic values of inhomogeneities 
and anisotropies. Extensive use of numerical analysis and highspced digital 
computers (IBM 1620 of RRL Hyderabad, and IBM 7044 of IlT Kanpllr) 
had greatly helped carrying out tedious computations. While we statistically 
investigated coupled seismo-ancl thermo-tectonic correlations from the availa
ble large scale data, we also exploited powerful perturbation techniqucs, 
symmetric matrix methods and transform operators to develop more reali
stic models of the interior. The details of the investigations are projected 
under the following four major headings: 

Earthquake cnergy balance and lateral geothermal gradients. 

2. Effects of anisotropy and inhomogeneity on Love Wave propa· 
gation. 

3. Symmetric matrix methods and isostatic compensation. 

4. Contribution of shape deformation, and transient analysis In 
Geoelectromagnetics. 

Earthquake Energy Balance ami Lateml Geothermal Grnrlicnts 

To understand near sllrf~lce energetics of the earth it is necessary and ot 
great importance to investigate the possible corrclationship between the heat 
tlow and seismicity. The available heat How data has been analys<:d on the 
,global scale to seek for such an association between lateral gradients of heat 
flow values and seismicity connected primarily with high l~lagnitude earth
quakes. The lateral cumulative ''thermal gradients have been caiculalL'd : 

({t) in the regions where shallow earthquaKes of magnitude higher 
than S. 5 have occllrred dllring the p,:riod 1897-1956, and 

(b) in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans along Iatitlldin~d 
dircctions. 
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